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ON THE RELATIONS OF TWO EINSTEIN'S 4-DIMENSIONAL

UNIFIED FIELD THEORIES

1. Introduction

A. T "'-'0 Einstein' s 4-dimensional unified field theories

In the usual Einstein' s 4-dimensional unified field theory (g-UFT), the
generalized Riemannian space .\:"4 referred to a real coordinate transformations
or" <-> £", for which

(1. 1)

is endowed with a real nonsymmetric tensor g,,, which may be split into its
symmetric part h;,', and skew-symmetric part k;" * :
(1. 2) g;"=h;"..!.-k;,,.
where the matrices g;,u and h;p are assumed to be of rank 4. \Ve may
define a unique tensor h;'o = ho; by
(1. 3) h;"I1;o=(1/.

In our 4-dimensional g-CFT, '(('e use both h,u and hi," as tensors for raising
and,or lowering indices of all tensors defined in .\4 in the usual manner.

In our subsequent considerations, the follO\ying densities, scalars, and ten
sors are frequently used:

(1.4)a g=Det g,,,, l)=Det h','l' f=Det k;i1 '
t

(1. 4) b g= b' k=l);

(1. 4) c (OJk,,"=o/, (P'k/=p-j'k;aka", (p=l, 2, ... );

(1.4)d 4K=k,uk'i1=- '2kaa.

If EWj1.b and ew,u;" are indicators of tensor density of weight --:-1 and -1 res
pectively, they satisfy ([2J, [4=)

(1. 5) a Ew,u,," = ~eWi1'"
(1. 5) b qew,u;, = E'"u,-,
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(1.6) Eal ...apap+l ••.a4epl"'j3pap+l"'a4 =p! (4-p) !O[~"::'~~J,

(p=O, 1,2,3,4).

Also we may easily verify the following relations ([4J) :

(1. 7)a 64f= (E"'P).,; k",pk;.,)Z,

(1. 7) b g=lj+2qK+f, or g=1 +2K+k;

(1.8) <p+4)k/+2K<P+Z)k/+k<P)k/=0, (p=0,1,2,···).

On the other hand, Einstein's 4-dimensional *g;'p-unified field theory (*g

UFT) in the same space X 4 is based on the basic real tensor *gW defined by
(1. 9) g;.pg;'P=o/.
It may also be decomposed into its symmetric part *hJ.p and its skew-symme
tric part *k).,; :
(1.10) *gw=*h;'p+*k).,;.

Since Det((*hw))~O ([4J, pp. 41), we may define a unique tensor *hJ.1l by
(1.11) *h;'p*h;'/l=01''''

In our 4-dimensional *g-UFT we use both *h;'p and *h;.", in stead of hw and
h;.p, as tensors for raising andlor lowering indices of all tensors defined in X 4

in the usual manner, with the exception of the tensors g;.P' h;.p, and k;." in
order to avoid the notational confusion. We then have, for example,
(1. 12)a *k;."=*k

pf1
*h;./h",,, *g;.,,=*gPf1*h;./h"f1'

so that
(1. 12)b *gJ.,,=*h;.p+*k;.i'"
In 4-dimensional *g-UFT it may also be verified that the densities and sca
lars, defined by
(1. 13) a *g=Det((*g;.,,)), *lj=Det((*h;.,,)), *f=Det((>I'k;'/l));

(1. 13) b 4*K=*ka/kap= - (Z)*ka
a,

satisfy the following relation:
(1. 14) *9=*lj+2*lj*K +f.

B. Purpose

The relations of two 4-dimensional unified field theories were primarily
studied by one of the authors ([IJ, pp. 1304), using a lengthy and complicated
representation of the tensor field *g;'/l in terms of g;'/l ([4J, pp. 8 ; DJ, pp.
1304). The purpose of the present paper is to derive more refined and sim
plified representations of *g;'/l than Hlavaty and Chung's results in the first,
to find several useful relations satisfied by scalars defined by (1. 4) and (1.
13), and finally to investigate relations between two 4-dimensional unified
field theories g-UFT and *g-UFT. These topics will be studied for all
classes and all possible indices of inertia.
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2. The tensors *YAP. and *gAv

REMARK (2. 1). All considerations in the present paper are dealt for all cla
sses and all possible indices of inertia and restricted to 4-dimensional case.

THEOREM

(2.1) a

(2.1) b

(2. 2). We have

*hi,v= ; {(1+2K)h Av +(Z)k'v} ,

*ki.v=l {(1 +2K)pv+ (3) kAV}.
g

Proof. Hlavaty already obtained (2. 1) a and a representation of *pv m
X4 as follows ([4J, pp. 8) :

(2.2) *ki.v= ~ (fJki.v +4- v'f Ewp.i.v kwp.) , K=Sgn EwP.AVkwp.ki.v'

Employing (1. 6), (1. 5) a, (1. 7) a, and (1. 4) c, the second term of (2. 2)
can be simplified as in the following way:

~vTEwp.i.vk =l(Ea/3r°k k)E kwp.hPAhav2 WfL 16 ap TO WfLP"

=JL EafJToe k k kwp.hPAhav(2. 3) 16 wp.pa afJ TO

=1. 4' kr k Jkwp.kPi.kav16 . wp. pa

= fJ (2Kki.v + (3) ki.v).

(2. 1) b is obtained by substituting (2. 3) into (2. 2).

REMARK (2.3). The result (2.1) b is more refined expression than Hlava
tY's result (2. 2). It may also be obtained from the n-dimensional represen
tation of *ki.v ([3J, (4.6) b).

THEOREM
(2.4) a
(2.4) b
so that
(2.4) c

(2. 4). In addition to (2. 1), we have
*hAp.=hAp.- (Z)ki.p.,

*kAp.=kAp.- (3) kAp.,

*gAfL=gAP.- CZ)kAp.- (3) kAfJ."

Proof. The proof of (2.4) a is given in DJ, p. 8. Substituting (2. 1) b
and (2. 4) a into (1. 12) a and making use of (1. 4) c, (1. 8), and (1. 7) b,
we have (2. 4) b as in the following way:

*ki.fL= *kpa*hPA*h"ji

= ; {(1+2K) kAI'- (1 +4K) (3)k Ap.- (1- 2K) (5) kAji +(7) kAp.}

=kAp.- (3) kAI'"
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(2. 4) c is a direct result of (2. 4) a, (2. 4) b, and (1. 12) b.

REMARK (2. 5). We note that (2. 4) b is more refined than Chung's result

(DJ, p. 8).
1 ,. -

*k'Il=-g{ (1- K)k'Il-2(1 + K) (3)k'Il+2.yf (e'llafJkafJ

+ 2eafJrC' (2) kll]akfJr+eafJrokafJ (2)kc,r(2
) kill) }.

3. Relations of two 4-dimensional unified field theories

In this section, we derive representations of the determinants *£) and *f
first of all and investigate the relations of two 4-dimensional g-UFT and
*g-UFT.

THEOREM (3. 1). The scalars CP) kaa may be given as
(3.1)a Cp)kaa=O, when p is an odd integer,
(3.1)b CO)kaa=4,
(3. 1) c (2) ka

a = - 4K,
(3.1)d (4)kaa=4(2K2_k),
(3.1)e (6)kaa=4K(3k-4K2),
(3. 1) f (8) kaa=4 (8K4 - 8kK2+P) ,
(3.1)g CIO)kaa=4K(-16K4+20kK2-5k2),

(3.1)h (12)kaa=4(32K6_48kK4+18k2K2-P).

Proof. \3. 1) are direct results of (1. 8).

In our further considerations, we use the following scalars:
(3.2) Mp=Ea1"'apap+1"'a4Ef31"'fJpfJP+1'''fJ4 (2)ka1fJ1 ···

.•. (2)kapfJphap+lfJp+1· .. ha4fJ4' (p=O, 1, 2, 3, 4) ;
(3.3) K o=l, Kp=(2)kcala1CZ)ka2a2'''C2)k:;], (p=1,2,3,4);
(3.4) W(p, g, r, s) =4! CP) k CaaCq)kl Cr )k/ Cs )ko]0, (p, g, r, s: integers).

THEOREM (3. 2) . We have
(3.5) Mp=p! (4-p) !f}Kp, (p=O,1,2,3,4).

Proof. Using (1. 5) a and (1. 6), the above result may be obtained as III

the following way:
M -Ea '''a a "'a E (2)k (J "'(2)k fJp- 1 P p+1 4 fJ1"'{Jpap+1''' a4 a1 1 ap P

=f}Eal"·apap+l ...a4 e/31'''{Jpap+l'''a4 (2) ka/l''' (2)ka/p
=p! (4-p) !f}Kp.

In particular, for particular values of p, we may obtain the following table
in virtue of (3.1):
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(3.6)

p I K p I Mp
I

0 I 1
\

4!1)

I
1 I -4K I -4!f)K

2 I 4K2+2k I 8f)(2K2+k)

3 I -4kK I -4!f)kK

4
I

k2 I 4!1)k2

THEOREM (3.3). When p, q, r, s are odd integers, we have

W(p, q, r, s) = - 6cp+q f r+s) kaa+Cp+q) kaa Cr+s) krl
(3.7) +CP+rJkaaCq+s)kl+CP+S)kaa cq+r)kr/'.

Proof. Using the skew-symmetry of CP) k/ when p is an odd integer, th~

proof of (3. 7) follows from (1. 4) c and (3. 4).

(3.1) we have
W(l, 1, 1, 3) = -24kK,
W(I, 3, 3,3) = -24k2K,

In particular, in virtue of
W(l, 1, 1, 1) =24k,
W(l, 1, 3, 3) =8k(2K2+k),
W(3, 3, 3, 3) =24k3.

(3.8)

THEOREM (3.4). We have

(3.9) *K=K.

Proof. Using (1. 13) b, (2. 1) b, (2.4) b, (1. 4) C, (3. 1), and (1. 7) b, the
assertion of the theorem may be obtained as in the following way:

4* K=*k;./k't-<= i (k;'t-<- (3)k;.) {(I +2K)k;'t-<+ (3)k;'t-<} =4K.

Now, we are ready to prove the following important relations:

THEOREM (3. 5) .

(3. 10) a
(3.10) b
so that
(3.10) c

We have

*f)= f)g 2,

*f=tg2,

Proof. In virtue of (2.4) a, (3.2), (3. 6), and (1. 7) b, the first relation
(3. 10) a may be derived as in the following way:
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4!*f)=E",plvEafiro*h",a*hp/h
'r

*hvo
=E",p.lvEa{3rii (h",a- (2) k",a) (hp{3- (2)kp.(3) (hh- (2) ki.r) (h vo - (2) k vii)

=Mo-4M1 +6M2-4M3+M4 =4!f)g 2.
On the other hand, using (1. 5) a, (1. 6), (2.4) b, (3.4), (3. 8), (1. 4) b,
and (1. 7) b, we have

4! *f=E"'p.lvEa{3ro*k",a*kp.{3*kh *kvo
=f)E"'P.lvea{3rii*k",a*k/*k/*k}=4!f)*k [aa*kl*k/*ko]0

=4!f)(k[aa_(3)k[aa) (kl-(3)k!) (kl-(3)k/) (k,n o-(3)ko]ii)

= f) {W(l, 1, 1, 1) -4W(l, 1, 1, 3) +6 W(l, 1, 3, 3)
-4W(l, 3, 3, 3) + W(3, 3, 3, 3)}

=4!f(1 +2K+k)2=4!fg2,

which proves the second statement (3. 10) b. The last relation (3. 10) c may
be obtained by substituting for *f), *f, and *K from (3.10)a, (3.10) b, and
(3.9) into (1. 14).

Since g:lt=O, the preceding two theorems give us the following important theo
rem concerning the classification of two 4-dimensional unified field theories:

THEOREM (3. 6). The classification of the tensor field glp. in g-UFT is id
entical to that of the tensor field *glp in *g-UFT.

In addition to the relation stated in Theorem (3.6) the following theorem,
proved in D], p. 1307, gives the complete relationship between two 4-di
mensional Einstein's unified field theories g-UFT and *g-UFT.

THEOREM (3.7). The signature of the tensor h).p in g-UFT is identical to

that of the tensor *hlp in *g-UFT.
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